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Abstract
Mark Wilson presents a highly original account of conceptual behavior that chal-
lenges many received views about concepts in analytic philosophy. Few attempts
have been made to rationally reconstruct Wilson’s framework of patches and facades
within a precise semantic framework. I will show how a modified version of the struc-
turalist framework offers a semantic reconstruction of scientific theories capable of
modeling Wilson’s ideas about conceptual behavior. Specifically, I will argue that
Theory-Elements and a modified version of Theory-Nets explicate respectively Wil-
son’s patches and facades. I will also demonstrate how several wandering phenomena
described by Wilson can be adequately reconstructed within my framework.

Keywords Mark Wilson · Structuralism · Non-statement View · Conceptual Change

1 Introduction

Mark Wilson (Wilson 2006, 2017) presents a highly original account of conceptual
behavior that challenges many received views about concepts, reference, and con-
ceptual change in analytic philosophy. His main point of contention with traditional
understandings of concepts is the overestimation of semantic finality and conceptual
mastery. Wilson argues in fact that, both in everyday life and in science, we often do
not fully understand or master the concepts we use. In a detailed analysis of several
conceptual histories ranging from everyday language to classical mechanics, Wilson
shows themanyways in which themeanings of our terms of evaluation wander outside
of our control. Behindmany apparently stablemacroscopic predicates such as ‘weight’
or ‘hard’ lies a very complex web of localized patches of usage.Wilson conceptualizes
this patchwork structure of local conceptual usages in terms of patches and facades, i.e.
pluralistic and partially indeterminate meta-conceptual units that substitute traditional
philosophical understandings of theories.
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Despite the vast praise of Wilson’s work (Brandom 2010; Friedman 2010; Pincock
2010; Carus 2012), few attempts have been made to give a precise semantic recon-
struction of his framework. In this work, I will show how a modified version of the
structuralist view of scientific theories (Sneed 1979; Stegmüller 1976; Balzer et al.
1987; Balzer andMoulines 1996) is able to rationally reconstruct Wilson’s framework
of patches and facades. At first sight, the choice of reconstructingWilson’s ideaswithin
a structuralist framework may appear quite surprising. Few frameworks in philosophy
of science appear as distant as the structuralist one fromWilson’swork.Wilson’s recon-
struction of scientific theories is in fact informal, committed to a realist understanding
of scientific terms, and oriented towards scientific practice. In comparison, Structural-
ism in philosophy of science is characterized by a more formal approach to the subject
matter, it is often combined with a somewhat anti-realist understanding of theoreti-
cal terms, and it lacks an analogous heavy focus on the practice of science. Despite
these differences, I will show that there are some interesting connections between the
reconstruction of scientific theories offered by Wilson and the one championed by the
structuralists. Moreover, we will see that the structuralist framework, when adequately
modified to eliminate its hierarchical understanding of scientific theories, is able to
offer a precise semantic reconstruction of Wilson’s ideas.

More specifically, I will show how my modified structuralist framework, i.e. what
I will call Wilson-Structuralism, offers a semantic reconstruction of scientific the-
ories capable of modeling Wilson’s account of conceptual behavior. Specifically, I
will argue that Theory-Elements and Wilson-Theory-Nets explicate respectively Wil-
son’s patches and facades, thanks to the relaxed inter-elements constraints and the
weak-specialization relationship of my framework. In order to support my claim, I
will demonstrate how several wandering phenomena described by Wilson can be ade-
quately understood in a more abstract way within Wilson-Structuralism. I will also
further strengthen my case by showing how one of Wilson’s main case studies of the
wandering behavior of scientific terms, i.e. viscous fluids forces in classicalmechanics,
can be adequately reconstructed within my framework.

This work has then a three-fold aim. The first aim is to offer a rational reconstruction
of Wilson’s framework of patches and facades, thanks to which many of the wander-
ing phenomena described by Wilson can be given a precise semantical understanding
within a formal framework. The second aim is to offer a modified version of the struc-
turalist framework that eliminates its original hierarchical understanding of scientific
theories, offering an alternative way of reconstructing scientific theories that allows
the semantic indeterminacy prescribed byWilson. The third, more general, aim of this
work is to show a surprising connection between two prima facie very different ways
of reconstructing scientific theories, namely Structuralism andWilson’s framework of
patches and facades.

In Sect. 2, I will summarize Wilson’s work on conceptual behavior and scientific
terms, focusing on his framework of patches and facades. In Sect. 3, I will present
Structuralism in the philosophy of science and its model-theoretic way of reconstruct-
ing scientific theories. In Sect. 4, I will presentWilson-Structuralism, i.e. my modified
structuralist framework that eliminates thehierarchical aspect of the structuralist recon-
struction of scientific theories. I will show how this modified Structuralism is able to
explicate Wilson’s patches and facades, adequately representing several wandering-
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phenomena described by Wilson. I will also present a rational reconstruction in my
framework of one of Wilson’s main case studies, i.e. the case of viscous fluids forces.
Finally, I will draw some conclusion about what my framework achieves, sketching
some possible directions for future work.

2 Wilson’s conceptual wanderings

Wilson expressed his views on concepts inmany different places throughout his career.
In my exposition, I will use as my main reference Wandering Significance (Wilson
2006), building on the tools and the terminology he used there, making connections
with other related works of his when needed.

The main theme of Wilson’s work is that concepts are primarily adaptive localized
tools for evaluating worldly activities. Analytic philosophy, according to Wilson, has
mostly analyzed concepts and other ‘terms of evaluations’ wrongly, not understanding
their intrinsically practical and contextual nature. This misunderstanding is at the heart
of what Wilson (2006, pp. 139–146) calls ‘the classical picture of concepts’, i.e. a list
of beliefs about concepts that constitutes the received view of conceptual behavior
in analytic philosophy1. Fathers of analytic philosophy like Frege and Russell may
have disagreed on specific epistemological views about how we acquire concepts or
how they are structured, but they shared a core of semantical presuppositions about
what concepts are. Amongst the many presuppositions forming the classical picture
of concepts, the most important one (and dangerous one for Wilson) are the existence
of fixed and stable conceptual contents, the possibility of successfully refining unclear
concepts via conceptual analysis, and the fixity of truth-values of our claims involving
concepts. In other words, concepts for the classical picture are stable entities, gluing
together our language with the world. Mismatches between the outside world and our
representations of it arise due to our failure of correctly grasping the true essence of
a given concept.

Opposing this classical picture of concepts is another general set of semantical
presuppositions about concepts that Wilson (2006, pp. 236–242) calls ‘anti-classical
thinking’. Anti-classicists thinkers such as Quine and (the later) Wittgenstein refused
completely the classical picture of concepts, replacing it with a use-based conception
of concepts as directives for performing actions2. In this view, themeaning of a concept
cannot be grasped in isolation but only holistically in connection with other semantical
and pragmatical expressions of our language.

Wilson sees the dialectic between classical and anti-classical thinking about con-
cepts as one of the main driving forces of the birth and the development of analytic

1 What Wilson calls the ‘classical picture’ of concepts should not be confused with what psychologists
and philosophers of mind usually call the ‘classical theory’ (or traditional/definitional view) of concepts,
namely the view that most concepts have definitional structure (Margolis and Laurence 1999).
2 It should be noted that certain parts of Quine’s philosophy may appear quite entrenched in the classical
picture of concepts, such as his satisfaction with Tarskian semantics (if understood in a disquotational
manner). In this work I will not consider these matters of Quinean scholarship, but it may be argued that
Quine was not as monolithically anti-classical as Wilson depicts him.
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philosophy3. Despite their opposition, Wilson stresses that both these pictures of con-
ceptual behavior share some unhealthy philosophical attitudes. Both classical and
anti-classical thinkers suffer of what Wilson (2006, p. 126) calls the “Theory T syn-
drome", namely the bias of forcing all kinds of conceptual phenomena to fit into a neat
single philosophical theory. The Theory T syndrome suppresses the individuality of
individual concepts and the complexity of real world phenomena due to its obsession
with monistic explanations. Thus, for instance, anti-classical thinkers like Quine, who
correctly criticized the classical myth of straightforward coordination between our
predicates and physical attributes, overshoot dramatically in banning any direct refer-
ence whatsoever from their philosophical views, suffering from what Wilson (2006,
pp. 262–273) calls the “fear of attribute naming" and being thus condemned to a “hazy
holism" (Wilson 2006, pp. 280–286) for all kinds of concepts.

Wilson’s remedy for the Theory T syndrome and more generally for analytic phi-
losophy is to make a synthesis of classical and anti-classical thinking, which he
(Wilson 2006, pp. 599–605) calls (following Hume) “mitigated skepticism" about
concepts. Certain concepts behave more like classical predicates, others play instead
more practical roles and can therefore be understood only in a broader pragmatic con-
text. Moreover, even the same concept can play a more classical role at a certain point
of its history and a more anti-classical one at a later time. A mitigated skeptic ought
not only to accept inter-conceptual pluralism in the way in which different concepts
refer to the world, but also the intra-conceptual semantical “seasonalities" in the use of
a given concept at different times or in different contexts. In order to have an adequate
philosophical theory of how our language refers to the world, then, we have to give
up entirely the idea of concepts as fixed semantical cores of our predicate usages.
Wilson argues that even for the case of very simple predicates such as color ones,
beneath their apparent simplicity lies a very complex web of contextual usages which
cannot be grouped in a single semantical entity. So that the real crime of the Theory
T syndrome is to neglect the complex ‘personality’ of our concepts, treating them all
in the same simplistic way.

Wilson’s mitigated skepticism covers both ordinary language and science. A great
part of his work is devoted to showing that even in physics our apparently straightfor-
wardways of describing theworld often hide quite convoluted referential architectures.
In a painstakingly detailed analysis of several macroscopic predicates of classical
mechanics such as ‘force’ or ‘hardness’, Wilson shows how their usages in scientific
practice exhibit a complex patchwork of localized usages tailored for the specific con-
texts in which they operate. The complexity of how many of our scientific terms refer
is not a contingent product of a human activity, it is often the only way in which we
can say something meaningful about the world. The key to understand the necessity of
this semantical complexity is to acknowledge that describing the macroscopic world
is a very difficult affair. The number of variables that we must take into account even
in a simple macroscopic scenario of classical mechanics such as, say, the trajectory
of a cannon ball is so high that describing all of them accurately requires a computa-
tional power that exceeds by far our limited intellectual capacities and measurement

3 Wilson traces back the roots of the classical/anti-classical picture of concepts, as well as the related birth
of analytic philosophy, to debates about the foundation of classical mechanics in the nineteenth-century.
For a critical survey of Wilson’s historical analysis, see (Friedman 2010).
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abilities. This is why the practice of science requires what Wilson (2017, Ch. 2) calls
physics avoidance or variable reduction, i.e. a patchwork description of heavily sim-
plified local domains connected in a way that efficiently reduces the complexity of the
computations needed to describe a phenomenon.

2.1 Patches and facades

Wilson’s view of conceptual behavior, both in ordinary language and in science,
requires a patchwork structure that allows concepts to adapt contextually to localized
usages. Wilson (2006, pp. 377–390) describes this patchwork semantical structure in
terms of patches and facades.

Patches constitute the basic unit of Wilson’s reconstruction of conceptual behavior.
A patch is a localized mini-theory about (a specific part of) the world. A patch is
composed by five different types of elements: vocabulary, domain, local reasoning
tools, boundaries, and translation principles. The vocabulary of a patch is made of
different linguistic entities such as predicates, names, relation symbols, and some
limited logical and mathematical resources. The domain of a patch is a subset of a
basic domain of physical facts, to which elements of vocabulary refer. Predicates,
for instance, refer to one (or more) physical attribute(s) in the domain, while names
denote constant elements. Local reasoning tools contain inferences and constraints
on elements of the vocabulary that are valid within the domain of the patch. The
boundaries of a patch constrain the contexts to which the patch can be applied. Finally,
the translation principles are rules regulating how information can be exported and
imported between a given patch and other patches connected to it.

A facade is a set of patches over a given domain of physical facts. Facades play
the role of scientific theories, being collections of interconnected localized parts of
our languages describing different aspects of a given phenomenon. Wilson (2006, pp.
289–296) thinks of facades as atlases of specific maps, the patches, in which every
map is useful for a given purpose, but no map has the foundational, privileged role that
philosophers of science often assign to a certain ‘constitutive’ part of a theory. Every
map has its own partially distortedway of representing theworld and there is no neutral
epistemic perspective from which one can judge a given map to be more truthful than
another one. The technical difference between facades and traditional understandings
of theories lies in the inherent multi-valuedness of how elements of a facade are con-
nected. Wilson requires only partial connections between patches of a given facade,
allowing a great deal of indeterminacy in the way in which localized linguistic usages
work together to achieve a global description of a phenomenon. Different patches are
allowed to assign different physical referents to a common predicate, forming what
Wilson (2006, p. 324) calls an uneven facade, a behavior exemplified by the concept
of force in classical mechanics (Wilson 2006, pp. 158–165, 175–182). Patches can
also block the export of certain inferences or reasoning tools at the boundaries, so that
two patches can share a common predicate that refers to the same attribute(s) in every
patch, but the inferences connected with this predicate may change from one patch
to the other. Wilson (2006, p. 324) calls this inference-blocking behavior a Stokes
facade, since a paradigmatic example of it is the Stokes phenomenon in optics (Wil-
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son 2006, pp. 319–327). Patches can furthermore have partially or fully overlapping
domains and they are allowed to give radically different descriptions of the same sub-
set of the physical domain. Thanks to adequate translation principles, constraining the
exchange of information between the patches, these different descriptions do not pro-
duce an inconsistency. This is how contemporary multi-scalar models in engineering
science manage to describe the complex behavior of some materials (Wilson 2017,
Ch. 1). Patches can also be connected in such a way that a given predicate figures in the
vocabulary of several interconnected patches without any common inter-patch refer-
ence, i.e. referring to different attributes in every patch it figures. This phenomenon is
called byWilson (2006, p. 273) quasi-attributes or ghost properties and it is strikingly
exemplified by the concept of hardness (Wilson 2006, pp. 335–355). More generally,
facades must be thought as very dynamical entities, whose structure of interconnected
patches changes on the basis of the practical needs of scientific research, creating new
patches that often force the overall structure of a facade to adjust itself.

Wilson offers then a deflationary understanding of scientific conceptual behavior
centered around the notions of facades and patches. The partial and plural connections
between patches of a given facade make the overall structure dynamically revisable
according to the practical needs of science, leaving space for the inevitable conceptual
wanderings necessary for this very human activity.

3 Structuralism in philosophy of science

In the last section, I have described Wilson’s view of conceptual behavior and his
framework of patches and facades. As mentioned in the Introduction, I will rationally
reconstruct Wilson’s framework within a modified version of the structuralist frame-
work. In this section I will briefly give an overview of Structuralism in philosophy
of science, in its original form, while in the next section I will present my modified
framework.

The research program of Structuralism, understood as the model-theoretical way
of reconstructing scientific theories that started with the work of Sneed, has been
presented in different forms throughout the years (Sneed 1979; Stegmüller 1976;
Balzer et al. 1987; Balzer and Moulines 1996). In my presentation I will use as my
main reference (Balzer et al. 1987), which is arguably the most mature and complete
presentation of the structuralist program.

As the name suggests, the key idea of the structuralist program is that scientific
theories are best reconstructed as certain kinds of structures. This structure-centered
view was originally supposed to constitute a non-statement view of scientific theories,
contrasting with (what allegedly was) the logical empiricists’ statement view ortho-
doxy4. Scientific theories are best reconstructed not as a bundle of statements, but
instead as a collection of set-theoretic structures.

Specifically, the smallest unit of scientific theories reconstruction in the struc-
turalist framework is a theory-element, i.e. a ordered pair T = 〈K , I 〉 where K

4 It should be noted that recent scholarship has convincingly argued that the opposition between statement
and non-statement view of scientific theories has been largely overstated by the proponents of non-statement
views. For recent perspectives bridging this alleged opposition see (Schurz 2014a, b; Andreas 2014).
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is a theory-core and I is the set of intended applications of the theory element5.
Theory-elements represent law-like scientific statements and are the building blocks
of the structuralist reconstruction of scientific theories. A theory-core is a quintu-
ple K = 〈Mp(T ), M(T ), Mpp(T ),GC(T ),GL(T )〉 that represents the theoretical
framework of a given theory element, including its conceptual framework, its models,
its possible empirical applications, the connections between its different applications,
and the relations between the theory-element and other theory-elements of the same
scientific theory.

Formally, the first component of a theory core Mp(T ) is the class of potential
models of the theory-element, i.e. the set of structures of the type 〈D1, . . . , Dk, A1
, . . . , Ak, n1, . . . , n p, t1, . . . , tq〉 that satisfy the non-law-like axioms (i.e. the state-
ments expressible via typifications and characterizations, Balzer et al. (1987), pp.
14–17) of the theory, where D1, . . . , Dk are sets of empirical objects, A1, . . . , Ak

sets of mathematical objects, n1, . . . , n p, t1, . . . , tq (respectively) non-theoretical and
theoretical relations between members of the two kinds of sets (usually functions
from empirical objects to mathematical ones)6. Potential models are thus the con-
ceptual framework of a given theory-element, representing the kind of entities for
which it is meaningful to ask whether they satisfy the law-like statement represented
by the theory-element. The second component of the theory core M(T ) is the class
of models of the theory element, i.e. the subset of potential models including all
and only the ones satisfying the law-like axioms (i.e. the statements that are neither
characterizations or typifications) of the theory-element. Intuitively, models are the
entities for which the law-like statement represented by the theory-element is true.
Then we have the class of partial potential models of the theory-element Mpp(T ),
i.e. the set of structures of type 〈D1, . . . , Dk, A1, . . . , Ak, n1, . . . , n p〉 for which
〈D1, . . . , Dk, A1, . . . , Ak, n1, . . . , n p, t1, . . . , tq〉 is a potential model of T . Partial
potential models are thus truncated potential models, in which the only relations
remaining are the non-theoretical ones. Intuitively, they represent the empirical enti-
ties to which the law-like statement of the theory-element can be applied. The global
constraint of the theory-elementGC(T ) = ⋂{C1(T ), . . . ,Cn(T )} is the combination
of all constraints C1, . . . ,Cn between different applications of the theory-element. A
constraint C is the set of admissible combinations of potential models of the theory
element, i.e. C ⊆ ℘(Mp) such that C �= ∅, ∅ /∈ C , and ∀x ∈ Mp : {x} ∈ C . Intu-
itively, constraints represent physical and conceptual requirements between different
applications of the law-like statement represented by the theory-element. Examples of
constraints are the equality constraint for mass in classical particle mechanics or the
extensivity of energy in simple equilibrium thermodynamics. Finally, the last compo-
nent of a theory-element is its global link GL(T ) = ⋂{L1(T ), . . . , Ln(T )}, i.e. the
5 Here I use the first of several simplifications of the structural framework that are needed to keep the presen-
tation of this complex framework contained, namely, I identify theory-elements with what the structuralist
actually call idealized theory-elements (Balzer et al. 1987, pp. 89–92). In what follows I will consistently
use the idealized version of empirical claims, theory-nets, and all the other related notions.
6 For simplicity, I do not present here the structuralist way of distinguishing theoretical and non-theoretical
relations/predicates of a theory. The distinction is centered around the notion of a T -admissible method of
determination (Balzer et al. 1987, pp. 47–78) and its exposition would require the introduction of several
auxiliary notions. I chose thus not to inflate the presentation of the structuralist framework, assuming the
possibility of making this distinction.
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intersection of all abstract and concrete links L1(T ), . . . , Ln(T ) between (components
of potential models or potential models of) the theory-element T and (components
of potential models or potential models of) other theory-elements T1, . . . , Tn rel-
evant for the theory-element. Links L ⊆ Mp × M ′

p are admissible combinations
of potential models of different theory elements, i.e. constraints between different
theory-elements7. Intuitively, they represent constraints that certain law-like scientific
statements of a given theory impose on their law-like neighbors for maintaining the
consistency of the overall theory, such as the kinematical axioms which determine
position and the chronological conditions for the measurement of time in classical
particle mechanics.

If the theory-core is the theoretical framework of a theory-element, then the set
of intended applications I is its empirical part. The set of intended applications
represents in fact the empirical circumstances to which a given theory-element is
intended to apply. Formally, the set I is a subset of the class of partial potential
models of the theory-element, but it is meant to be only pragmatically defined as
a list of paradigmatic examples that a theory has to cover in order to be success-
ful. The success of a given theory-element can be formally expressed by the related
empirical claim of a theory-element, defined as I ∈ Cn(K ) (the set of intended
applications is included in the content of the theory-element), where Cn(K ) :=
r(K )(℘ (M(T )) ∩ GC(T ) ∩ ℘(GL(T ))) is the content of the theory-element. The
content of the theory element denotes the empirical parts of the potential models sat-
isfying all the laws, links, and constraints of a theory element. Formally, it is the set of
sets of partial potential models obtained by applying the operation r(K ) : Mp → Mpp

(i.e. the operation that prunes potential models of their theoretical terms) to the mem-
bers of the set ℘(M(T )) ∩GC(T ) ∩ ℘(GL(T )) (i.e. the set of all models that satisfy
constraints GC(T ) and all inter-theoretical links GL(T )).

In order to clarify all thesemodel-theoretic definitions, I will present a simple exam-
ple of a theory-element, namely the one reconstructing classical particle mechanics
(CPM) (Balzer et al. 1987, pp. 103–107). This theory-element is the foundational
unit of the structuralist reconstruction of classical mechanics, representing the most
general presentation of Newton’s second-law of motion. For brevity, I will not discuss
the intertheoretical links of CPM , focusing only on the self-contained components of
the theory-element. The paradigmatic intended applications of the classical particle
mechanics theory-element are the solar system, the pendulum, the projectile, and the
harmonic oscillator (all members of the set I (CPM)). A potential model of classical
particle mechanics is constructed as follows: x is a Mp(CPM) iff:

• x = 〈P, T , S, N, R, c1, c2, s,m, f 〉
• P is a finite non-empty set, T , S are non-empty set, N, R denote respectively the
set of natural and real numbers.

• c1 : T → R and c2 : S → R
3 are bijective and they denote respectively the

coordination function for time and space.
• s : P × T → S denotes the position function, c2 ◦ sp ◦ c̆1 is smooth for all p ∈ P .

7 Here I am again simplifying the presentation of the structuralist framework, omitting the definition of
concrete links (i.e. links between single components of partial potential models) and cutting a degree of
complexity in the definition of a global link. For a full presentation of intertheoretical links see (Balzer et al.
1987, pp. 57–62, 78-79)
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• m : P → R
+ denotes the mass function and f : P × T × N → R

3 denotes the
force function (made of N force components).

This is then the conceptual framework of the theory-element representing Newton’s
second law of motion in its general form, making precise the kind of entities that may
satisfy Newton’s law. Amodel of classical particle mechanics is then a potential model
that actually satisfies Newton’s second law. More precisely, x is a M(CPM) iff:

• x = 〈P, T , S, N, R, c1, c2, s,m, f 〉 is a Mp(CPM)

• ∀p ∈ P and a ∈ R :m(p)D2r(p, a) = �i∈N f (p, c̆1(a), i) (i.e. Newton’s second
law of motion).

An example of a constraint for CPM is the equality constraint for force. This
constraint requires the i-th component force acting on a given particle at a given time
to be the same independently from the system to which the particle belongs:

C(CPM) = {X |∅ �= X ⊆ Mp(CPM) ∧ ∀x, y ∈ X ,∀p, t, i

(p ∈ Px ∩ Py ∧ t ∈ Tx ∩ Ty ∧ i ∈ N → fx (p, t, i) = fy(p, t, i))}

Theory-elements are then organized in larger units of scientific theories recon-
struction called theory-nets. Theory-nets are collections of theory-elements sharing a
significant part of their structure, organized via a relation of specialization. Intuitively
theory-nets are meant to reconstruct large scientific theories, such as classical parti-
cle mechanics tout court. These large scientific theories are thought as hierarchies of
more and more specialized theory-elements, representing specific sub-fields of appli-
cations of the more general theory-element in which more restrictive conditions hold
(e.g. Hooke’s law for elastic forces). Formally, a theory-net is a poset (i.e. a partially
ordered set) N = 〈T̄ , σ 〉, where T̄ is a non-empty, finite set of theory-elements and
σ : T̄ × T̄ is a specialization relation such that T ′σT (T ′ is a specialization of T )
iff Mp(T ′) = Mp(T ), Mpp(T ′) = Mpp(T ), M(T ′) ⊆ M(T ), GC(T ′) ⊆ GC(T ),
GL(T ′) ⊆ GL(T ), and I (T ′) ⊆ I (T ). Thus a theory-net is a collection of theory-
elements sharing the same classes of potential and partial potentialmodels and partially
ordered in terms of set-theoretic inclusion of their classes of models, admissible com-
binations of potential models (both intra- and inter-theory element ones), and intended
applications.

Structuralists stress that further restrictions should be imposed on the specialization
relation of the theory-elements of a given theory-net for harmonizing the empirical
claims of theory-elements into a substantial global claim sharing a common empirical
ground. Two important restrictions that contribute to this harmonization of empirical
claims are connectedness, i.e.∀Ti , Tj ∈ T̄ ∃Tk1, . . . , Tkn such that (TiσTk1∨Tk1σTi )∧
. . . ∧ (TjσTkn ∨ TknσTj ), and having a singleton-basis, i.e. B(N ) = {T |T ∈ T̄ ∧
∀T ′ ∈ T̄ (T �= T ′ → ¬TσT ′)} contains exactly one element. A connected theory-net
having a singleton-basis is called a theory-tree. Themost detailed example of scientific
theory reconstruction in the structuralist program, i.e. classical particle mechanics,
is a theory-tree. Theory-trees can thus be considered the paradigmatic structuralist
unit of reconstruction of big scientific theories. It is important to note that the two
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harmonizing restrictions that theory-nets must satisfy in order to classify as theory-
trees, i.e. connectedness and singleton-basis, strengthen the hierarchical aspect of
the structuralist reconstruction of scientific theories. Scientific theories that can be
reconstructed as theory-trees have in fact a single, most general and most fundamental
theory-element (i.e. the singleton-basis) of which every other theory-element is a
specialization. Every other law-like statement of the scientific theory so reconstructed
is then understood as merely specifying more restrictive conditions under which the
fundamental law holds.

As in the case of theory-elements, I will present a simple example of a theory-net,
namely a (very small) part of the theory-tree reconstructing the whole of classical
mechanics. The CPM theory-element that we have seen before is the singleton-basis
of the classical particlemechanics theory-tree and thus all the other theory-elements are
specializations of CPM , imposing further constraints on CPM-models, constraints,
and links. The very detailed structuralist reconstruction of the CPM theory-tree
(Balzer et al. 1987, pp. 180–191) singles out four different main lines of special-
izations of the CPM theory-element, namely symmetry forces, position-dependent
forces, velocity-dependent forces, and time-dependent forces. In what follows, I will
briefly present only two theory-elements belonging to the velocity-dependent forces
part of the theory-tree, for both their simplicity and their relevance for Wilson’s case
studies. A simple example of a specialization of CPM is given by the theory-element
of velocity-dependent classical particle mechanics (VCPM). The models of VCPM
are models ofCPM in which at least one component force of a given particle depends
on the particle velocity. Formally, x is a M(VCPM) iff:

• x = 〈P, T , S, N, R, c1, c2, s,m, f 〉 is a M(CPM);
• ∃p ∈ P, i ∈ N such that for all a ∈ R : f (p, c̆1(a), i) = F(Dr(p, a), a);
• ∃p, a and j ∈ {1, 2, 3} such that Dj F(Dr(p, a), a) �= 0.

Another specialization of CPM , which is also a specialization of VCPM , is the
theory-element of simple frictional classical particle mechanics (SFCPM). Themod-
els of SFCPM are models of VCPM (and thus of CPM) in which at least one
component of frictional force is determined by a power of the velocity alone. For-
mally, x is a M(SFCPM) iff:

• x = 〈P, T , S, N, R, c1, c2, s,m, f 〉 is a M(VCPM);
• ∃p ∈ P, i ∈ N such that for all a ∈ N : f (p, c̆1(a), i) = b(p, i)(Dr(p, a))l with
b : P × N → R and l ∈ N, l ≥ 1.

These are thus the central notions of the structuralist framework for reconstructing
scientific theories, centered around the concepts of theory-elements and theory-nets.
These two notions denote the specific kinds of structures representing (respectively)
localized and general scientific theories8. As it will be clear in the next section, these
two notions, when adequatelymodified, correspond quite naturally toWilson’s notions
of patches and facades.

8 I must stress that in my presentation I focused only on a small (albeit central) part of the structuralist
galaxy of units of scientific theory reconstructions. Important pragmatic and dynamic extensions of theory-
nets and theory-elements are for instance non-idealized theory-nets (Balzer et al. 1987, pp. 357–362),
theory-evolutions (Balzer et al. 1987, pp. 216–221), and theory-holons (Balzer et al. 1987, pp. 387–407).
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4 Wilson-Structuralism

Having presented the structuralist framework in its original form, in this section I
will show how by eliminating its hierarchical aspect one obtains a semantic view
of scientific theories capable of reconstructing many of the wandering phenomena
described by Wilson. Thus, I will not use Wilson’s theory as a target phenomenon for
a structuralist reconstruction of the kind through which structuralists analyzed several
scientific theories. What I will do, instead, is to show how to change two central
structuralist notions in order to make the structuralist framework able to reconstruct
scientific theorieswith the kind of semantic indeterminacy prescribed byWilson.More
specifically, I will show how the structuralist notions of theory-elements and theory-
nets, when the latter is adequately modified, provide a formal equivalent of Wilson’s
notions of patches and facades.

I will first present my modified structuralist framework in its general form and
then I will show how it can rationally reconstruct one of Wilson’s main examples of
conceptual wandering in classical mechanics, i.e. the case of viscous fluids forces.

4.1 Wilson-theory-nets

We have seen in the last section how the structuralist reconstruction of scientific the-
ories is centered around two notions, theory-elements and theory-nets. If the former
is meant to reconstruct law-like specific parts of a scientific theory, the latter orga-
nizes all these specific parts into a more coherent whole. The level of generality of
these two structuralist notions exactly corresponds to the one of Wilson’s patches and
facades. Moreover, theory-elements, just like Wilson’s patches, are micro-theories
about a specific part of the world ( i.e. the models of the theory-elements), made of
a conceptual and linguistic part (i.e. their potential models) together with their own
reasoning tools and connections with neighboring theories (i.e. their constraints and
inter-theoretical links). Theory-nets, then, exactly like Wilson’s facades, are collec-
tions of micro-theories (i.e. theory-elements) over a givenmacro-domain that organize
the connections between these micro-theories by constraining their components (via
their specialization relation).

Can we then easily reconstruct Wilson’s patches as theory-elements and Wilson’s
facades as theory-nets? Unfortunately not. The problem with this tentative mapping is
the aforementioned hierarchical aspect of the structuralist reconstruction of scientific
theories. Theory-nets (and a fortiori theory-trees) organize, in fact, theory-elements
into a hierarchical chain of specialization relation(s), where specific applications (in
the intuitive sense of the word) of a theory are supposed to be always conceptually
reducible to more general law-like statements. Applications of a scientific theory are
then in the structuralist reconstruction of a theory just model-theoretic precisifications
of the related more fundamental theory-element. Theory-nets are then a perfect exam-
ple of the kind of semantic finality based on the received view of scientific theories
thatWilson repeatedly attacks in his work. The whole bestiary of semantic wanderings
presented in Wandering Significance can be seen as a list of ways in which the uses
of scientific terms defy a structuralist-like hierarchical reconstruction of a scientific
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theory. Wilson, in fact, repeatedly shows how applications and non-fundamental law-
like statements of a scientific theory are not reducible to mere precisifications of a
more general law, but they often expand, twist, and extend the uses of the scientific
terms and the reasoning tools of the theory in unexpected ways. Despite the afore-
mentioned similarities between the two notions, structuralist theory-nets cannot then
(in their canonical form) adequately mimic Wilson’s facades, due to their hierarchical
organization of theory-elements.

In order to solve this problem, I will now present a modified structuralist frame-
work, i.e. Wilson-Structuralism, in which I eliminate this hierarchical aspect of the
structuralist reconstruction of scientific theories. I will keep the coarse-grained orga-
nization of Structuralism, but I will drastically change its representation of how the
different law-like statements of a given scientific theory are organized. More specifi-
cally, I will change the definition of a theory-net and the related specialization relation.
I will not require theory-elements of the same theory-net to be related by subset inclu-
sion of models, constraints, and links, but only by the non-empty intersection between
these components. This changewill allow themodified theory-nets to enjoy the ‘multi-
valuedness’ needed to adequately represent several wanderings phenomena described
by Wilson.

Formally, I will leave completely unchanged the structuralist definition of a theory-
element. Just like in classical Structuralism, inWilson-Structuralism a theory-element
T is a couple T = 〈K , I 〉 where K = 〈Mp, M, M,GC,GL〉 is a theory core and I
denotes the intended applications of the theory-element. All components of the theory-
core are defined exactly like we saw in Sect. 3, as well as the intended applications.

Theory-elements in Wilson-Structuralism are meant to explicate Wilson’s patches,
i.e. self-contained micro-theories about a subset of a given domain. The components
of a patch that Wilson describes can be adequately mapped to the ones of a given
theory-element. The vocabulary of a patch is represented in Wilson-Structuralism
by the potential models of the related theory-element. Potential models are in fact the
conceptual framework of a given theory-element, representing the linguistic part of the
law-like statement. The domain of aWilson’s patch is instead mapped to the models of
the related theory-element.Models of a theory-element depict in fact in the structuralist
framework the possible scenarios that satisfy the law-like statement, thus representing
all the possible ‘denotations’ of the related scientific terms. The boundaries ofWilson’s
patches are instead mapped to the intended applications of a theory-element, i.e. to the
pragmatically defined subset of the class of partial potential models that represents the
empirical situations to which the theory-element should apply. The reasoning tools of
a Wilson’s patch are mapped to the constraints of the theory-element. This mapping is
justified by noting that Wilson’s patches are equipped with a variety of reasoning tools
that encompasses also the kind of physical and conceptual requirements on scientific
terms that are framed by the structuralists as constraints on the related theory-element.
Moreover, it has been recently shown how more paradigmatic reasoning tools such as
deductive inferences can be represented in the structuralist framework as constraints on
the acceptable combinations of potential models of a theory-element (Andreas 2013).
Finally, a patch translation-principles, i.e. the rules that norm the import and the export
of information with other neighbor patches, are mapped to the intertheoretical links of
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the theory-element, a component that does the same exact job of Wilson’s translation-
principles between different theory-elements.

If theory-elements adequately represent Wilson’s patches, the role of facades is
played in Wilson-Structuralism by an adequately modified version of theory-nets.
The key difference between what I will call Wilson-theory-nets and the traditional
definition that I presented in the last section is the specialization relation. We have
seen that in traditional Structuralism the specialization relation of theory-nets hierar-
chically orders theory-elements by requiring (weak) subset inclusion of their models,
constraints, links, and intended applications (and equality of potential models and
partial potential models). Formally, in a traditional theory-net, a theory-element T ′ is
a specialization of another theory-element T , i.e. T ′σT , iff

Mp(T ) = Mp(T
′), Mpp(T ) = Mpp(T

′), I (T ′) ⊆ I (T ),

M(T ′) ⊆ M(T ),GC(T ′) ⊆ GC(T ),GL(T ′) ⊆ GL(T ).

InWilson-Structuralism, I replace this specialization-relationwith aweaker version
that I will call weak-specialization. Like orthodox specialization, weak-specialization
requires equality of potential models and partial potential models, as well as weak
subset-inclusion of intended applications, but it only requires non-empty intersection
between the models, the constraints, and the links of the two theory-elements. This
means that a theory-element is a weak-specialization of another one if they share the
same conceptual framework and empirical ground (aka potential models and partial
potential models), its range of applications is (weakly) included in the one of the other,
and they have compatible models, constraints, and inter-theoretical links.

Formally, a Wilson-Theory-Net (WTN) is a poset NW = 〈T̄ W , wσ 〉, where T̄ W

is a non-empty, finite set of RW-theory-elements and wσ : T̄ W × T̄ W is a weak
specialization relation such that T ′wσT (T ′ is a weak specialization of T ) iff

Mp(T ) = Mp(T
′), Mpp(T ) = Mpp(T

′), I (T ′) ⊆ I (T ),

GC(T ′) ∩ GC(T ) �= ∅,GL(T ′) ∩ GL(T ) �= ∅, M(T ′) ∩ M(T ) �= ∅.

These new definitions allow in a Wilson-theory-net specializations of theory-
elements to have different (although compatible) models, constraints, and inter-
theoretical links than the more general theory-element of which they are a special-
ization. Thus, the hierarchical structure of a traditional theory-net is maintained in a
Wilson-theory-net only for what concerns the intended applications, while the theo-
retical relationships between the cores of the theory-elements are allowed far more
diversity (modulo direct-neighbor compatibility).

This diversity is the key element that allows Wilson-theory-nets to adequately rep-
resent Wilson’s facades. The relaxed constraints imposed on the components of the
different theory-elements of a Wilson-theory-net allow several conceptual wander-
ings described byWilson, properly understood as particular set-theoretic relationships
between components of different theory-elements. In order to be represented in
Wilson-Structuralism, Wilson’s wanderings have in fact to be reconstructed as differ-
ences in the mathematical structure that (parts of) the related theory-elements denote.
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This is because of the differences in the degree of realism and externalism in the
semantics of scientific terms between Wilson’s and the structuralist framework. As I
hinted in the Introduction, in fact, while Wilson freely talks about an external real-
ity in which scientific terms take their reference by aligning themselves with a (set
of) attribute(s), structuralist frameworks reconstruct instead scientific terms as certain
kinds of functions or relations, i.e. as certain components of the potential models of
a given theory-element. Specific reconstructions and views about the ontological sta-
tus of theoretical terms vary within the structuralist camp, from arguably anti-realist
reconstruction (e.g. Sneed 1979; Andreas 2014) to more neutralist approaches (e.g.
Stegmüller 1976; Moulines 1991), but no specific version of the structuralist frame-
work conceptualizes scientific terms in a strongly realist way like Wilson. In the
structuralist framework, denotation of a descriptive term may be construed via the
set-theoretic predicates in which the term occurs and the actual models that satisfy
the corresponding set-theoretic predicate(s) (as well as all the constraints and links).
Thus, Wilson’s inter-patch changes in the alignment between certain predicates and
the attributes they refer to have to be reconstructed, in a structuralist framework, in
a more abstract way as certain kinds of differences in the structures denoted by the
set-theoretic predicates of the respective theory-elements. As a guide to this abstract
representation of the semantic indeterminacies described by Wilson, I will use the
following metaphysical assumption:

Assumption: Two different attributes cannot be represented by the same class of
mathematical entities (≈ contraposition of Leibniz’s identity of indiscernibles).
Therefore, if a certain predicate refers to two different attributes in two different
contexts, this predicate cannot be represented by the same mathematical entity
in both contexts.

The idea behind this quasi-Leibnizian assumption is that difference in scientific
terms reference must have a correlate in the mathematical representation of that part
of a scientific theory. For instance, if a given predicate refers to two different attributes
in two different contexts (i.e. Wilson’s uneven facades construction), then its math-
ematical representation has to be different as well in the two contexts. Differences
in reference must have some discernible consequences in the logical reconstruction
of a theory. Formally, in order to talk about a predicate and its representation in my
framework, I use the set-theoretic projection function �(T , i1 . . . ix ) = set of all enti-
ties appearing in places i1 . . . ix in theory T (cf. Balzer et al. (1987), p. 61, Moulines
(1981), pp. 214–215). This function picks out from each tuple in T the entities occu-
pying the i1 . . . ix places, thus having as a domain the set of all ordered tuples of T and
as a range the set of all entities occupying the places i1 . . . ix in tuples of T . So, for
instance, the function �(M(CPM), f ) refers to the union of all the force functions
f appearing in the models of the CPM theory-element, thus picking out from each
tuple in M(CPM) its force component. This projection function, together with the
metaphysical assumption above, constitute the main tools for representing inter-patch
changes of scientific term meaning in Wilson-Structuralism. Then, I will say that the
meaning of a given scientific term is different in two directly connected patches if
and only if the two theory-elements representing these patches, provided that they are
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directly connected by a weak-specialization relation, have models with sets of func-
tions representing the given scientific terms that are incomparable with respect to the
subset relation. Informally, this incomparability constrain assures us that the meaning
of the scientific term under focus is truly different in the two related patches (and not
just a specification or a generalization of each other).

We can now see how Wilson-theory-nets are able to explicate several of the wan-
dering phenomena described by Wilson. For instance, uneven facades, i.e. facades
in which some patches assign a different referent to a common predicate (such as
the case of the force predicate in classical mechanics), are represented in Wilson-
Structuralism as Wilson-theory-nets in which (at least) two theory-elements, directly
related by weak-specialization, have models with incomparable (with respect to the
subset relation) sets of functions representing a given scientific term, i.e. ∃T , T ′ ∈ T̄ W

such that TwσT ′ and �(M(T ), t) � �(M(T ′), t) and �(M(T ), t) � �(M(T ′), t).
This incomparability condition implies that the union of all functions t appearing in
the models of T is incomparable with respect to the subset relation to the union of all
functions t appearing in the models of T ′. Thus, some function t in the models of T
has to be different from any function appearing in the models of T ′ and some function
t in the models of T ′ has to be different from any function appearing in the models
of T . However, since the two theory-element T and T ′ are in a weak-specialization
relation, at least one function t appearing in their models has to be the same, because of
the non-empty intersection of the models required by the weak-specialization relation.
This formal condition mirrors in an abstract way the fact that patches in an uneven
facade drag a given predicate into matching attributes that are, relative to a common
application, incompatible with its original meaning. Note that the incomparability of
sets of functions appearing in the models of two theory-elements implies the incom-
parability of the models and thus it is in stark contrast with the structuralist orthodox
specialization relation (that requires weak subset inclusion of the models).

Stokes facades, i.e. facades in which different patches validate different infer-
ences involving a common predicate (such as the Stokes phenomenon in optics), are
instead represented in Wilson-Structuralism as Wilson-theory-nets in which at least
two theory-elements, directly related by weak-specialization, have the same models
but incomparable (with respect to the subset relation) constraints, i.e. ∃T , T ′ ∈ T̄ W

such that TwσT ′, M(T ) = M(T ′) and GC(T ) � GC(T ′) and GC(T ) � GC(T ′).
This formal condition represents the fact that in a Stokes facade patches share the same
meaning of their scientific terms (i.e. they refer to the same attributes) at the cost of
limiting the validity of certain reasoning tools at the patch boundaries.

Wilson-theory-nets are also compatible with the existence of ghost properties, i.e.
an extreme case of uneven facades in which a given term has a different alignment in
every patch and there is no common attribute that the predicate denotes (such as the
case of hardness). We can represent this phenomenon as a Wilson-theory-net where
every two theory-elements have incomparable (with respect to the subset relation)
sets of function representing a given theoretical term and in which the intersection
between all the models of all the theory-element is empty, i.e. ∃t such that ∀T , T ′ ∈
T̄ W (�(M(T ), t) � �(M(T ′), t), (�(M(T ), t) � �(M(T ′), t)), and

⋂{M(T )|T ∈
T̄ W } = ∅. Moreover, the weak specialization relation wσ of a Wilson-theory-net
is designed to make possible loop-structures of specializations where no patch is
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more fundamental than another one ( i.e. what Wilsons calls the “lousy encyclopedia
phenomenon"). These cycles are allowed by weak specialization because, in contrast
to the orthodox specialization relation, it is not anti-symmetric.

More generally, the weakening of the specialization relation and the consequent
less homogeneous core-net (the net of all theoretical core of theory-elements in a
given theory-net) of a Wilson-theory-net allow Wilson-Structuralism to represent
several of the eerie internal organizations of scientific theories described by Wil-
son such as incompatible descriptions of the world, Escherian geometries of patches
inter-connection, and horizontal and vertical multi-valuedness of patches. Wilson-
theory-elements can for instance have the same intended applications but incomparable
models, thereby representing Wilson’s patches offering incompatible descriptions
of the same part of the domain. Cycles of weak-specialization relations may occur
together with incomparable (with respect to the subset relation) constraints, mod-
els, and links between connected theory-elements, creating multiple possible ways in
which the fundamentality of a theory-element in a Wilson-theory-net can be assessed.

Wilson-Structuralism is then able to adequately represent several wandering phe-
nomena described by Wilson, achieving a logical reconstruction of scientific theories
free from the semantic finality of classical Structuralism.Theory-elements andWilson-
theory-nets rationally reconstruct Wilson’s patches and facades in a precise formal
framework, in which several wanderings described byWilson can be understood in an
abstractway as specific set-theoretic relations between components of different theory-
elements. Moreover, Wilson-Structuralism can be seen also as a complementary
generalization of (a part of) the structuralist framework. In fact, Wilson-theory-nets
have as specific cases the traditionally defined theory-nets that we saw in Sect. 3, i.e.
Wilson-theory-nets in which all the weak specialization relations are also traditional
specialization relations. If none of the semantic wanderings described byWilson occur
between any of its theory-elements, in fact, a Wilson-theory-net is just a structuralist
theory-net, where all the models, constraints, and links of the specialized theory-
elements are subsets of the ones of the theory-element of which it is a specialization.
As an extreme case of this lack of wanderings, we can also have a structuralist theory-
tree as a specific case of a Wilson-theory-net in which there is a single theory-element
of which all other theory-elements are specializations. This specific case can mirror
what Wilson calls a flat structure facade, i.e. a facade that presents no wandering
between its patches and thus can be said to consist “essentially one patch, that covers
its whole domain adequately" (Wilson 2006, p. 379).

This modified Structuralism joins other recent attempts of renewing classical
Structuralism by simplifying and improving its behemothic framework. Andreas’
“Carnapian Structuralism" (Andreas 2010, 2014) is an example of a kind of Structural-
ism more compatible with other contemporary philosophical views about scientific
theories reconstruction. Carnapian Structuralism restyled the structuralist framework
through a reader-friendly system of postulates built around the notion of a theoreti-
cal expansion of a partial potential model. Wilson-Structuralism takes a more radical
departure from classical Structuralism than Carnapian Structuralism, radically weak-
ening several semantic presupposition of the orthodox framework, but they both try to
bring the structuralist way of reconstructing scientific theories closer to contemporary
philosophy of science.
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4.2 Taming conceptual wanderings: the case of viscous fluids forces

In order to make clearer howWilson-Structuralism represents Wilson’s framework of
patches and facades, I will sketch how one can reconstruct as a Wilson-Theory-Net
one of Wilson’s main case studies of wandering referents in science, namely viscous
fluids ‘forces’ in classical mechanics.

I have stressed in Sect. 2 how a considerable part of (Wilson 2006) is dedicated to
show how the apparently neat theory-structure of classical mechanics hides a com-
plexity of wandering patches of usage ingeniously connected in a facade-like way. One
of Wilson’s (Wilson 2006, pp. 157–165, 175–182) favorite examples of this semantic
phenomenon is the concept of force. Through a detailed analysis of several subfields
of classical mechanics, Wilson shows that this central concept of Newtonian physics
is remarkably prone to change physical referents from one application to another
one. In particular, the efforts of nineteenth-century physicists in extending Newtonian
mechanics to more and more macroscopic phenomena pushed the predicate ‘force’ to
be attached to attributes radically differing from any true force.Wilson (2006, pp. 158–
159) stresses for instance the case of viscous “forces", in which the predicate force
denotes net losses and gains of momentum caused by molecules leaving or entering
the fluid “particle". It is only thanks to what Wilson (2017, p. 368) calls a computa-
tional opportunity, then, that the behavior of fluids can be described with mathematical
tools analogous to the ones used in more traditional parts of classical mechanics (cf.
Wilson (2006), pp. 175–176). This computational opportunity, together with the afore-
mentioned pivotal change of reference of the force predicate, allowed then physicists
to claim that the Navier-Stokes equations for viscous fluids are just a specialization
of Newton second law of motion, thereby annexing the underlying behavior of vis-
cous fluid to the phenomena adequately described by classical mechanics. Analogous
strategies of theory expansion via ‘property dragging’ are behind the case of frictional
and elastic forces (Wilson 2006, pp. 175–176), parts of classical mechanics where the
predicate force gets attached respectively to a net effect cause by the strength of the
substratum and to a measure of internal stress.

InWilson’s terminology, the changes of referents for the predicate force in different
parts of classical mechanics are a paradigmatic case of uneven facade, in which ‘force’
refers to different physical attributes in the viscous fluid, the frictional, and the elastic
patches of classical mechanics. Given the metaphysical assumption in the last subsec-
tion, this change of referent implies different mathematical representations of the force
predicate in the logical reconstruction of these parts of classical mechanics. So that
structuralist theory-elements representing these ‘forces’ must have incomparable sets
of force functions (and thus incomparable models). This incomparability is explicitly
forbidden in the classical structuralist reconstruction of classical particle mechanics,
where the models of every theory element have to be a subset of the ones satisfying
Newton’s second law ofmotion (i.e. the fundamentalCPM theory-element). This lim-
itation in themodelsmakes every force function in themodels of any theory-element in
CPM just a specialization of the force function in the foundational theory-element cor-
responding toNewton’s second law ofmotion. So that structuralists are forced to either
reconstruct the viscous fluids and the frictional force theory-elements within CPM ,
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characterizing them as simple additions of further constraints on a given component of
the force function (just like we saw for the velocity-dependent forces theory-element
in Sect. 3) or to reconstruct these parts of classical mechanics as belonging to dif-
ferent, albeit related by suitable links, theory-nets. The latter option is exemplified
by Moulines’ (Moulines 1981, 2013) reconstruction of thermodynamics as (what
he calls) a theory-frame. Both options, from Wilson’s perspective, are not adequate
reconstructions, since they either hide the change in meaning of the force predicate
as a simple specification (the former reconstruction within the same theory-net) or
they unnaturally divide the connected usages of force in classical mechanics into sev-
eral theory-nets (the latter, multi-theory-nets type of reconstruction). Both kind of
reconstruction are thus examples of the kind of semantic finality in traditional logical
reconstructions of classical mechanics that Wilson (1998, 2014) argues against. The
concept of force used in applying classical mechanics to viscous fluids cannot be a
mere specialization of the one employed in Newton’s second law of motion since the
physical attribute denoted by the predicate is radically different from the one to which
force aligns itself in CPM . At the same time, viscous fluids forces, according to Wil-
son, should be reconstructed together with all the other forces in classical mechanics,
since they are part of the same facade obtained by gradual extensions of the force
predicate in new domains (i.e. the phenomenon that Wilson calls “property-dragging
nucleation", cf. Wilson (2006), p. 194).

Wilson-Structuralism allows this difference in the interpretation of the force pred-
icate to be adequately reconstructed within a single Wilson-theory-net. We have in
fact seen that Wilson-Theory-Nets can be uneven facades, i.e. Wilson-theory-nets in
which (at least) two theory-elements, directly connected by a weak-specialization
relation, have models with incomparable (with respect to the subset relation) sets of
functions for a given term (and thus incomparable models). So that, in reconstructing
classical particle mechanics inWilson-Structuralism, the viscous fluid theory-element
V iscC PM can belong to the same theory-net of the CPM theory-element, the for-
mer being a weak-specialization of the latter that assigns a different meaning to the
force function. More formally, since the force predicate denotes different physical
attributes in the fundamental CPM patch and in the viscous fluids patch, we can
assume that the CPM theory-element and the V iscC PM theory-element (respec-
tively representing the two patches in Wilson-Structuralism) have incomparable sets
of force functions in their models: �(M(CPM), f ) � �(M(V iscC PM), f ) and
�(M(CPM), f ) � �(M(V iscC PM), f ). Then, the V iscC PM theory-element
can still be a weak-specialization of the CPM theory-element (or of another theory-
element connected to CPM such as the velocity-dependent force theory-element),
since inWilson-Structuralisma theory-element canbe aweak-specializationof another
one despite having incomparable models (a condition implied by having incomparable
sets of functions in the models). So, that, assuming that the CPM and the V iscC PM
theory-element have at least one model jointly satisfying them and that viscous fluids
forces can be mathematically reconstructed with the same typification of the force
occurring in the CPM potential models (both conditions seem intuitively justified
by the aforementioned existence of the computational opportunity described by Wil-
son), we can say that the viscous fluid theory-element is a weak-specialization of the
classical particle mechanics theory-element: V iscC PM wσ CPM .
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This sketch of a case study shows how Wilson-Structuralism is able to reconstruct
Wilson’s framework of patches and facades, making precise in which sense in cer-
tain parts of classical mechanics the force predicate is attached to deviant attributes.
The case study focused on the case of viscous fluids, but analogous theory-elements
forming uneven facades can be built for the aforementioned cases of frictional and
elastic forces. Furthermore, Wilson-Structuralism can adequately reconstruct in the
same way other kinds of wandering phenomena described by Wilson. For instance, as
already mentioned in the last subsection, Stokes facades, i.e. facades where different
patches validate different inferences involving a common predicate, can be represented
by Wilson-Theory-Nets having at least two theory-elements that have the same mod-
els but incomparable constraints. Thus, one could reconstruct Wilson’s paradigmatic
example of a Stokes facade, namely the Stokes phenomenon (Wilson 2006, pp. 319–
327), through three different theory-elements, sharing the same models but having as
incomparable constraints the tree dominant behaviors of the light intensity predicate
described by Wilson. Extreme uneven facades that include ghost properties, i.e. pred-
icates with a different interpretation in every patch and no core meaning, such as the
one describing the behavior of the hardness predicate (Wilson 2006, pp. 335–355) can
be similarly reconstructed by Wilson-theory-nets in which for a given predicate such
as ‘hard’ every possible pair of theory-elements have incomparable sets of functions
in their models and the overall intersection of the models of all theory-elements of the
Wilson-theory-net is empty.

5 Conclusion

Let me recap the main steps of the present work. Starting from Wilson’s analysis of
the complex ways in which language refers to the world, I presented his framework of
patches and facades. I then pointed to the surprising connections between two central
notions of the structuralist reconstruction of scientific theories, i.e. theory-elements and
theory-nets, andWilson’s patches and facades. We have seen however that the heavily
hierarchical aspect of the structuralist framework poses a problem for any tentative
structuralist reconstruction of Wilson’s notions. I then presented my modified version
of the structuralist framework, i.e. Wilson-Structuralism. I showed how this modified
structuralist framework, relaxing the definition of a theory-net and the related special-
ization relation, is able to eliminate the hierarchical aspect of original Structuralism.
We have then seen how in Wilson-Structuralism theory-elements and Wilson-theory-
nets adequately represent Wilson’s notions of patches and facades, allowing a precise
reconstruction of several wandering phenomena described by Wilson such as the case
of viscous fluids forces in classical mechanics.

Wilson-Structuralism achieves then a precise semantic reconstruction of many con-
ceptual wanderings described byWilson and a structuralist reconstruction of scientific
theories more compatible with the nuances and the dynamics of scientific practice.
Wilson-theory-nets provide in fact a more general alternative to the orthodox notion of
theory-net, by allowing one to reconstruct within the same theory-net radical change of
meanings and other conceptual wanderings that might be present in the target phenom-
ena.Wilson-theory-nets andWilson-Structuralism tout court should then be thought as
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a further tool in the structuralist toolbox that allows a precise semantic reconstruction
of several semantic indeterminacies that can be found in many scientific theories.

In connection to these achievements, various directions for future work present
themselves. A natural extension of the present work is to expand the scope of
Wilson-Structuralism, taking into account also more pragmatic structuralist notions of
scientific theory reconstruction such as theory-evolution, paradigm-driven theory-nets,
and crystallizations (Moulines 2011, 2013, 2014). From these extensions, I expect
Wilson-Structuralism to achieve interesting complementary alternatives of these struc-
turalist notions, allowing a vast range of semantic indeterminacies within their logical
reconstruction of scientific theories. For instance, I expect this expanded Wilson-
Structuralism to be able to model dynamic wanderings such as semantic detoxification
(Wilson 2006, pp. 545—552), asymptotic connections between patches (Batterman
2001; Wilson 2017), and Machian explications (Wilson 2012a; Carus 2012). Other
promising ways of extending this framework would be to add linguistic and prag-
matic contexts in order to model also Wilson’s context-adjusting models of predicate
extension (Wilson 1982, 2012b) or to merge Wilson-Structuralism with Carnapian
Structuralism (Andreas 2014, 2020) and with accounts of deductive reasoning in
structuralist frameworks (Andreas 2013) in order to model Wilson’s contextual notion
of inference validity and logical inconsistencies (Wilson 1994, 2000). It would also
be interesting to merge Wilson-Structuralism with other reconstructions of scientific
theories devised to capture the indeterminacy of theoretical terms such as Carnap’s
ε-term methodology (Carnap 1956; Schiemer and Gratzl 2016; Leitgeb and Carus
2020; Leitgeb MS).
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